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Visualize Your Encounters!
About Logical Innovations, LLC

Logical Innovations, LLC was founded with the vision of providing a better tool for the creation and editing of Centricity encounter forms. The Visual Form Editor was designed by a physician and Centricity® user, who recognized the urgent need for a tool to simplify the creation of quality encounter forms. By simplifying the design tasks, the developer can focus more resources on the production of quality forms. This improvement not only benefits the designer, but also the doctors, nurses and medical support staff that utilize the EMR. The ultimate result is enhanced patient care. With the release of the Visual Form Editor, Logical Innovations, LLC remains dedicated to enabling users to provide superior patient care.
Visual Form Editor, by Logical Innovations, LLC, is a tool for rapid design of encounter forms, for use with the Centricity® EMR, enabling you to concentrate on creating quality forms rather than overcoming design considerations. This reduces the time and costs associated with designing and modifying forms.
Some key features of this new product are:

- Visual Design (WYSIWYG)
- Drag and Drop Functionality
- Dynamic Resizing of Items
- Improved Temporary Variable Naming
- Copy and Paste Functionality
- Multiple Document Interface
- Split View
- Container / Server Translation Functionality
- Control Improvements
Visual Design

WYSIWYG editor speeds the development of encounter forms, eliminating the need to preview or load forms to view visual display. Overlapping visibility regions can also be viewed.
Drag and Drop

Drag and Drop allows for the rapid development and modification of encounter forms. Moving single components or groups of components becomes the easy task of dragging and dropping them in position. The Visual Form Editor will recalculate the exact positions where the objects will be placed when displayed in Centricity®.
Resizing

Resizing of form fields is accomplished visually.
Document Variable Naming supports the creation of user friendly variable naming.
Copy and Paste functionality simplifies the reusing of components within a form or between forms.
Multiple Document Interface facilitates design of several forms simultaneously. This feature also simplifies the sharing of components between forms.
Split View

Split View permits form design and MEL code development in the same window.
Container / Server Functionality enables the user to design forms to share the same Subjective, Objective, Assessment and Plan regions.
Control Improvements have been developed which allow for greater control of form display and translation. These include:

- Suppression of entire block (including text and data display)
- Suppression of visibility region translation
- Optional display of headings for group boxes
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